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had to conclude his great epic—Mahabharata—with a
verse ■which reveals the cry of his soul." With this he cited
the verse I have quoted at the head of this article. He
thereby strengthened my faith, and also showed how
difficult was lie way I had chosen.
And yet it has never seemed to me so difficult as it is
imagined to be. Though the Sardar's way and mine seem
to diverge today, it does not mean that our hearts also
diverge. It was in my power to stop him from seceding
from me. But it did not seem to be proper to do so. And
it would have been morally wrong to strive with Rajaji
in what he firmly regarded as his clear duty. Instead, there-
fore, of dissuading Rajaji I encouraged him to follow
his course. It was my clear duty to do so. If I have the
power to carry my experiment of Ahimsa to success in an
apparently new field, if my faith endures, and if I am
right in thinking that the masses are fundamentally non-
violent, Rajaji and the Sardar will again be with me as
before.
What are these apparently new fields for the operation
of non-violence? Those who have followed the Working
Committee's resolutions and writings in Harijan are now
familiar with these. Non-violence in its operation against
constituted authority is one field. We have exercised this
up to now with a fair amount of success, and I have always
described it as the non-violence of the weak. This non-
violence may be said to have come to stay with Congressmen.
The other field is the exercise of Ahimsa in internal
disturbances—Hindu-Muslim riots and the like. We have
not been able to show visible success in the exercise of
Ahimsa in this field. What then should the Congressmen
do when internal chaos is so imminent? Will they return
blow for blow, or will they cheerfully bend their heads to
receive violent blows? The answer to this is not so easy
as we might think. Instead of going into the intricacies,
I should say that Congressmen should try to save the situation
by laying down their lives, not by taking any. He who
meets death without stri&ng a blow fulfils his duty cent
per cent. The result is in God's hands.

